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ABSTRACT

The primary purpose of this research was to determine the relative
importance of professional competencies as perceived by teachers of
vocational agriculture in Montana.
The researcher also compared the
vocational agriculture teachers’ perceptions with those of the post¬
secondary staff, the State Supervisor and teacher educators of
agricultural education.
In addition, perceptions of vocational
agriculture teachers were studied according to selected demographic
characteristics including: enrollment in high school vocational
agriculture; previous FFA experience in high school and/or college;
number of years experience teaching vocational agriculture; and number
of vocational agriculture teachers in the school.
Questionnaires were mailed to all vocational agriculture teachers
(N = 77), the State Supervisor of Agricultural Education, and
agriculture teacher educators (N = 3).
The analysis of data using measures of central tendency, revealed
that of the 124 competencies studied, 88 (71 percent) and 103 (83
percent) of the competencies were perceived as considerable to of
great importance by secondary teachers and post-secondary staff,
respectively,
t-test results showed that significant differences
were found in four of the competency categories between teachers
who were enrolled in high school vocational agriculture with those
that were not enrolled, and two competency categories for teachers
who were members of the FFA in high school and/or college, compared
with those teachers who were not members of the FFA.

Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study is to determine the relative importance
of professional competencies held by Montana vocational agriculture
teachers, and make a comparison to the same, held by teacher educators
and the State Supervisor of Agricultural Education in Montana.

Need for Study
Competency-based teacher education is a development receiving con¬
siderable attention from professional educators in the United States.
Several research studies have focused on the professional competencies
required by vocational-technical teachers in general (Erpelding, 1972;
Cotrell et al., 1971) and some have sought to determine the professional
competencies within specific states (Beamer, 1956; McGhee, 1967; Mattenson et al, 1974; Garner, 1974; Moore and Bender, 1975; Herring, 1976;
Cheek et al., 1977; and Witmer and Mortenson, 1979).

While these

studies in general are relevant, each state’s agriculture and vocational
agriculture programs are unique.

Therefore these data should not be

generalized to Montana.
Data collected in the studies previously cited were principally
from more urban states, and from regions dissimilar to Montana.

Montana

and the other Great Plains states have unique populations (Kraenzel,
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1975),

in that their culture, values, and educational programs differ

significantly from other states.
No formal research has been conducted in Montana, to direct the
development of professional competencies to be included in the agri¬
cultural education teacher training curriculum.

This study should

provide a foundation for developing professional competencies in the
teacher education curriculum for agricultural education at Montana
State University.

Objectives
The primary purpose of this study is to determine the relative
importance of professional competencies held by teachers of vocational
agriculture in Montana.

In order to achieve this purpose the following

specific objectives were developed as guidelines for conducting this
study.
1.

To determine the relative importance of professional
competencies held by teachers of vocational agriculture
in Montana.

2.

To determine the relative importance of professional
competencies held by teacher educators and the State
Supervisor of Agricultural Education in Montana.

3.

To compare the relative importance of professional
competencies of teachers of vocational agriculture,
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with those held by the State Supervisor/teacher educators
for agricultural education in Montana.
4.

To compare the relative importance of professional
competencies of teachers of vocational agriculture,
according to selected demographic characteristics.

Assumptions
1.

The respondents will accurately respond to the question¬
naire instrument.

2.

The questionnaire instrument will provide a valid and
reliable indication of the relative importance of profes¬
sional competencies held by teachers of vocational agri¬
culture, the State Supervisor, and teacher educators of
agricultural education in Montana.

3.

The non-respondents' perceptions of relative importance
of the professional competencies will be the same as the
respondents.

4.

Responses from teachers that graduated from institutions
other than Montana State University will be similar to
those responses from teachers that graduated from Montana
State University.

4
Delimitations
1.

Only the relative importance of professional competencies
will be investigated.

2.

Only vocational agriculture teachers,

teacher educators,

and the State Supervisor of Agricultural Education in
Montana were surveyed.

Hypotheses
To facilitate the analysis of data the following research hypotheses
were formulated:
1.

There will be significant differences in relative importance
of the professional competencies between vocational agri¬
culture teachers and the StatQ Superyisor/teacher educators
in agricultural education.

2.

There will be significant differences in the relative
importance of the professional competencies between
vocational agriculture teachers that teach in single
teacher departments and those that teach in multiple
teacher departments.

3.

There will be significant differences in relative
importance of the professional competencies between
vocational agriculture teachers that were enrolled in
vocational agriculture in high school and those that
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were not.
4.

There will be significant differences in relative im¬
portance of the professional competencies between
vocational agriculture teachers that had FFA experience
in high school and/or college and those that did not have
this experience.

5.

There will be significant differences in relative im¬
portance of the professional competencies between voca¬
tional agriculture teachers based on the number of years
they have taught vocational agriculture.

Definitions
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA):

a statistical procedure to test the

significance of the differences between means of a number of
different populations and/or samples.
Professional competency;

a knowledge, skill, aptitude or experience

a teacher must possess to adequately perform his/her job as a
teacher, exclusive of technical competencies.
State Supervisor;

a person employed by the Office of Public Instruc¬

tion to supervise, administer, and provide consultative services
to state-wide vocational agriculture programs in Montana.
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS): an integrated system
of computer programs designed for the analysis of social
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science data.
Teacher educator:

a person employed by a university as a faculty

member whose primary job it is to provide pre-service and
in-service education for prospective and incumbent teachers of
vocational agriculture in the area of professional education
related to agricultural education.
t-test:

a statistical procedure to test whether or not the difference

between two means is significant.
Vocational agriculture teacher:

a person that is teaching vocational

agriculture in the secondary schools.

Chapter 2

REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH AND LITERATURE

Competency-based teacher education is a development that is
receiving considerable attention from professional educators in the
United States.

This project is designed to determine the relative

importance of the professional competencies and provide the basis upon
which a competency-based teacher education program in agricultural
education could be developed for Montana.
Beamer (1956) gathered data on certain abilities required to teach
vocational agriculture, from school principals, vocational agriculture
teachers, state supervisors,

teacher educators, and student teachers.

Beamer then developed a curriculum for the University of Tennessee that
emphasized abilities that the respondents deemed to be of great impor¬
tance for a teacher of vocational agriculture.
McGhee (1967) identified the professional and technical needs of
teachers of vocational agriculture as they related to a complete program
of vocational agriculture in West Virginia.

McGhee studied vocational

agriculture teachers, the state staff in teacher education and super¬
vision, and principals in schools having a vocational agriculture pro¬
gram.

The findings of this study provided a basis for developing both

pre-service and in-service programs in both the professional and
technical areas for teachers of vocational agriculture in West Virginia.
Courtney (1967) developed an instrument for establishing a core
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of professional knowledge and abilities required in training programs
for vocational teachers in the five traditional areas of vocational
education.

The instrument was derived from an analysis of vocational

course offerings in several teacher education institutions.

The study

identified 200 competencies that were deemed necessary for all vocational
teachers to possess.
A study conducted by Courtney and Halfin (1969) sought to determine
the common training requirements of secondary-level vocational teachers.
In this study, 40 vocational teachers were randomly selected to represent
four states: Pennsylvania, Iowa, North Carolina, and New Jersey.

Ten

teachers were selected from each state, with two teachers representing
each of the five vocational disciplines; vocational agriculture; home
economics; trades and industries; distributive education; and business
education.

Upon analysis of the data, one of the implications derived

was that a possibility existed for a common core of professional
training experiences within a broadly-based

vocational teacher education

curriculum.
Calvin Cotrell, et al.,

(1971-72) produced a series of studies on

development, demonstration and testing of curricula for the preparation
and in-service education of vocational and technical teachers.

The

study was divided into five reports devoted to determining the per¬
formance requirements of teachers.
The first of Cotrell’s studies

dealt with determining the basic
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performance requirements of vocational teachers in general.

His second

reports compiled data from the first study into a document that
attempted to present performance-oriented general objectives.
The purpose of his third report was to determine which performance
elements were common to a majority of the six vocational areas, and
which elements were unique to one or more of the programs.

The results

from this study led to the conclusion that the performance requirements
of all six secondary level vocational programs were similar.
In the fourth report, Cotrell et al., described 390 performance
requirements to be used as guidelines in development of performance
based core curriculum for in-school laboratory teachers and cooperative
secondary program teacher-coordinators in vocational and technical
education.
In the fifth report, Cotrell et al., compiled the performanceoriented general objectives intended as a guideline for writing specific
objectives for vocational and technical curricula.

Those general

objectives were the result of an extensive analysis of important
pedogogical performance requirements for leaders of vocational programs
and teacher-coordinators of secondary cooperative programs.
Feck (1971), sought information which would be helpful to teacher
educators in planning professional education programs for post-secondary
teachers of agriculture.
encies,

This study produced 117 professional compet¬

that were perceived as above-average in importance by respondents.
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The respondents consisted of technical teachers of agriculture, admin¬
istrators of agricultural technology programs, and state supervisors of
vocational agriculture.
A study conducted by Garner (1974) surveyed supervising teachers
in agriculture and natural resources education in Michigan, to identify
competencies required of students prior to student teaching.

A total

of 86 competencies were evaluated and all were deemed important and
essential.
In 1975, Bender and Moore conducted a study that was designed to
identify professional education competencies required of vocational
agriculture teachers in Ohio.

Their survey included 256 professional

competencies that the teachers rated as to their relative importance.
Also included were demographic information and teachers' perceptions
of their own proficiency.

The results of the study showed that 72

percent of the 256 competencies were rated above-average in importance
and 95.7 percent of the respondents rated their degree of proficiency
as above-average.
Herring (1976) conducted a study to determine and validate the
professional education competencies needed by vocational agriculture
teachers in Texas.

The findings of the study identified 135 com¬

petencies of significant importance, divided into 12 areas.

These

competencies were incorporated into the teacher education curriculum
at the nine teacher education institutions in Texas.
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Cheek, et al.,

(1977) conducted a study on development and

verification of professional education competencies required by agri¬
business and natural resource education teachers in Florida.

The

survey population consisted of incumbent teachers, state staff members,
and teacher educators in agricultural education.

The population was

requested to evaluate the relative importance of the professional com¬
petencies, and thus give direction for development of the agricultural
education curriculum based on professional competencies in Florida.
A study conducted by Whitmer and Mortenson (1979) identified
and validated the professional competencies needed by beginning teachers
of agriculture/agribusiness education in Pennsylvania.

The study

provided information that aided in completing the redirection of the
undergraduate program in agricultural education at Pennsylvania State
University into a performance and competency-based program.
After reviewing the literature, it becomes obvious that several
other studies have been conducted for the purpose of identifying and
validating the professional competencies needed by vocational education
teachers.

However, an information void exists regarding the profes¬

sional competencies needed by vocational agriculture teachers in
Montana.

No research studies regarding this topic have been conducted

in Montana.

Consequently, there exists a need to conduct this study

to provide the research basis to properly document the professional
competencies needed by teachers in Montana and to provide the
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foundation upon which to develop a competency-based teacher education
program in agricultural education at Montana State University.

Chapter 3

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Overview
This chapter reports the methods and procedures used to accomp¬
lish the major purpose and objectives of the study and is divided
into the following sections: (1) description of population;
development of the instrument;

(2)

(3) data collection procedures; and

(4) analysis of data procedures.

Description of Population
The population for this study consisted of all secondary teachers
of vocational agriculture, the State Supervisor of Agricultural
Education, and teacher educators of agricultural education in the
State of Montana.

The State Supervisor and teacher educators were com¬

bined to form a group called the post-secondary staff.

Random sampling

was not necessary because all three groups were small enough to survey
the entire population.

The names and addresses of all potential

respondents were taken from the Directory for Montana Vocational
Agriculture and Industrial Arts Education (1980).
Seventy—seven secondary teachers, one state supervisor, and
three teacher educators constituted the population.

Each respondent

was assigned a code number by the investigator, enabling the
investigator to initiate follow-up procedures from non-
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respondents and to afford a degree of anonymity to each respondent.
A master list was then compiled for mailing purposes, containing the
code number, name, and address of the teachers and post-secondary
members.

Development of the Instrument
In order to secure the required information to accomplish the
main purpose and objectives of the study, a mailed questionnaire was
developed.

Due to the expense of conducting personal interviews, it

was determined that a mailed survey would facilitate data collection.
The survey instrument was developed by reviewing relevant litera¬
ture and conferring with members of Agricultural and Industrial Education
staff at Montana State University.

The instrument was modeled mainly

after those used by Herring (1976) and Cheek (1977) in the validation
of professional competencies in Texas and Florida, respectively.

Some

modifications were made to make the instrument relevant to agricultural
education in Montana.

An additional section was developed to

obtain pertinent demographic data from the secondary teachers

of

vocational agriculture.
The survey instrument was validated by sending a tentative
instrument and a self-addressed, stamped return envelope to five
secondary vocational agricultural teachers of varying demographic
.characteristics on February 4, 1981 (Appendix A).

These teachers were
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each asked to complete the questionnaire and evaluate the competencies
listed as to their clarity, relevance, and importance to the study, and
also to add any competencies that they felt needed to be included.
five of the teachers responded to the request.

All

Also, Drs. Max Amberson

and James La Porte of the Agricultural and Industrial Education staff
at Montana State University were asked to evaluate the questionnaire
based on the same criteria as the secondary teachers.

After reviewing

the comments and suggestions made by the secondary teachers and teacher
educators, changes were made and the instrument was complete.
The questionnaire that was developed consisted of two sections for
the secondary teachers and one section for post-secondary staff.
Section I was to elicit the respondent's opinion of the relative
importance of each of the 124 competency statements, using a Likert-type
scale:
1 = no importance
2 = slight importance
3 = considerable importance
4 = great importance
Competencies that were included fell under the following sections:
1.

Program Planning, Development, and Evaluation

2.

Instructional Planning

3.

Instructional Execution

4.

Instructional Evaluation
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5.

Instructional Management

6.

Guidance

7.

School-Community Relations

8.

FFA

9.

Professional Role and Development

10. Supervised Occupational Experience Program
11. Adult Education
At the end of Section I of the questionnaire, space was provided for
the addition of competencies that may not have been included under
designated sections.
Section II of the questionnaire was designed to obtain pertinent
demographic data concerning secondary teachers.
to supply the appropriate information.

Respondents were asked

The questionnaire developed

for the post-secondary staff was the same as that used

for the secondary

teachers, except Section II was not included.

Data Collection Procedure
On March 16, 1981,

the validated questionnaire, a cover letter

(Appendix B), and a self-addressed, stamped envelope were mailed to all
secondary vocational agriculture teachers (N=77).
On April 2, 1981, a cover letter, an appropriate questionnaire
(Appendix C), and a self-addressed, stamped envelope were sent to the
State Supervisor of Agricultural Education.

Also on April 2, cover
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letters (Appendix D) and appropriate questionnaires were hand delivered
to agriculture education staff members of the Agricultural and Indus¬
trial Education Department at Montana State University (N=3).
On April 6, 1981, a follow-up letter (Appendix E) and a selfaddressed, stamped envelope were sent to non-respondent secondary
vocational agricultural teachers (N=33).
On May 8, 1981, all questionnaires by the post-secondary staff,
the State Supervisor

and teacher educators had been returned, and

57 questionnaires (74 percent) of the secondary teachers had been
returned.

Upon consultation with Dr. Max Amberson, it was decided that

a second follow-up letter would not be necessary nor very productive.
The response was 75 percent for the total population.

Analysis of the Data
Each response was transferred from the completed questionnaire
to IBM cards by the Data Entry Service at Montana State University’s
Computer Center.

The data were verified by the same service and the

investigator in order to detect and correct errors.
A computer program was developed by the investigator, in cooper¬
ation with Dr. James La Porte and Montana State University's Computer
Center staff, using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
(Nie, Hull, Jenkins, Steinbrenner, and Bent,

1975).

Objectives one and two were to identify the relative importance of
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the professional competencies by secondary teachers and the post¬
secondary staff;

Data pertaining to these objectives were analyzed by

using measures of central tendency (means) for the two groups.

Within

each of the eleven categories of the professional competencies each
group's means for each competency were ranked from ascending to des¬
cending order to readily identify the most important competency in each
category for each group, secondary teachers and/or post-secondary staff.
Objective three sought to compare the relative importance of
professional competencies held by secondary teachers with those of the
post-secondary staff group.

To analyze the data, means were obtained

for each of the eleven competency categories for both groups.

Each

group's means were compared using the t-test with .05 level of signif¬
icance.
The final objective,

four, was designed to compare the secondary

teachers' perceptions of the relative importance of the professional
competencies according to selected demographic data.

The t-test was

used to compare the perception in regard to those teachers in single
and multiple teacher departments; those who had vocational agriculture

in high school and those who weren't enrolled in vocational agriculture
in high school; and those who had been FFA members in high school and/
or college and those who weren't FFA members.

The analysis of variance

was used to compare the perceptions of teachers with low (1-5), medium
6-15), and high (15-32) number of years experience teaching vocational
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agriculture.

All tests were conducted using the .05 level of signifi¬

cance.
All statistical analysis were conducted using the Honeywell System
at Montana State University's Computer Center.

The findings resulting

from analysis of these data are reported in Chapter 4.

Chapter 4

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

This chapter presents the data that determines the relative
importance of the professional competencies held by teachers of
vocational agriculture, teacher educators, and the State Supervisor
of Agricultural Education in Montana.
compare

Data are also presented to

the secondary teachers' perceptions with those of the post¬

secondary staff, and perceptions of the secondary teachers according
to selected demographic characteristics.

Relative Importance of Professional Competencies
Objective one of the study sought to determine the relative
importance of professional competencies held by teachers of voca¬
tional agriculture in Montana, while objective two sought to deter¬
mine the relative importance of professional competencies needed by
teachers of vocational agriculture as perceived by teacher educators
and the State Supervisor of Agricultural Education, referred to as
the post-secondary staff.

Tables 1 through 11 display the results

of the analysis of data, which was the mean response for each
competency statement for each group.
The data in Table 1 report the means and their respective ranking
for secondary teachers and the post-secondary staff regarding the
relative importance of professional competencies pertaining to
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Table 1.

Means and Rankings Obtained from Secondary Teachers and the
Post-Secondary Staff Regarding the Importance of the
Professional Competencies Pertaining to Program Planning,
Development and Evaluation.

Competencies

Means

Secondary
Teachers
Standard
Deviation

Rank

Means

Post-Secondary
Staff
Standard
Deviation
Rank

Plan, conduct, and use
findings of a community
survey in.developing a
program

2.93

0.684

7

3.25

0.500

7

Organize and/or maintain
an agricultural advisory
council

3.42

0.706

2

3.75

0.500

4

Develop program gpals,
objectives and philosophy

3.42

0.653

2

4.00

0.000

1

Utilize MSU resource
curriculum guides in
planning a program

2.97

0.706

6

3.00

0.816

9

| 3.50

0.577

5

4.00

0.000

1

: 3.50

0.577

5

2.50

0.577

10

3.25

0.500

7

4.00

0.000

1

Utilize the Montana twoyear core curriculum
guide in planning a
program

2.75

0.714

9

Develop a course of study
for a program

3.68

0.506

1

i
;

1
Develop a five-year plan
for a program

2.81

0.854

8

Construct and conduct a
student follow-up study

2.68

0.736

10

1
i
i

Evaluate a vocational
agriculture program

3.25

0.694

4

Develop and implement a
statement of departmental
policy

2.98

0.790

5

i;
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program planning, development, and evaluation.

The data in

Table 1 reveal that "develop a course of study for a program" was
ranked number one by both groups.

The mean for this competency was

4.0 for post-secondary staff and 3.68 for secondary teachers.

Other

competencies rated high by the secondary teachers were: "Organize
and/or maintain an agricultural advisory council" (x = 3.42) and
"develop program goals, objectives and philosophy" (x = 3.42).

Post¬

secondary program staff members also ranked "develop program goals,
objectives and philosophy" (x = 4.00) and "develop and implement a
statement of departmental policy" (x = 4.00) as number one.

Both

groups ranked "construct and conduct a student follow-up study" as the
lowest priority in this category, receiving a mean of 2.68 by the
secondary teachers and a 2.50 by the post-secondary staff.
Displayed in Table 2 are the means and ranking of the professional
competencies dealing with instructional planning as perceived by the
secondary teachers and post-secondary staff.

This table points out

that secondary teachers ranked "determine student needs and interests"
(x * 3.49), "plan a unit of instruction" (x = 3.44) and "properly
select and obtain student instructional materials" (x = 3.44) as having
the highest priority.

While the secondary-staff’s highest ranking

were "plan a unit of instruction" (x = 4.00), "write lesson plans"
(x = 4.00), and "determine in classroom learning experiences" (x = 4.00).
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Table 2.

Means and Rankings Obtained from Secondary Teachers and the
Post-Secondary Staff Regarding the Importance of the
Professional Competencies Pertaining to Instructional
Planning.

Competencies
Determine student needs
and interests
Develop pre-tests to
determine the knowledge
and skill level of
students

Means

3.49

Secondary Post-Secondary
Teachers
Staff
Standard
Standard
Deviation
Means
Rank
Deviation
Rank

0.571

1

0.500

4

2.75

0.500

8

3.50

0.577

7

4.00

0.000

1

4.00

0.000

1

0.000

1

3.75

0.500

4

3.75

0.500

4

i
i

2.51

0.710

8

Develop student performance
behavioral objectives
(attitudes, skills, and
knowledge)

2.74

0.768

7

Plan a unit of
instruction

3.44

0.567

2

0.776

6

Write lesson plans

3.75
i

2.93

j
1

1
|
|
|

•1
i
11
!|
S!

i

Determine in-school
learning experiences
(classroom and/or
laboratory)

3.33

0.640

4

: 4.00

Properly select and
obtain student
instructional material

3.44

0.598

2

1

Prepare teacher-made
instructional materials

3.32

0.659

5

1
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Table 3 exhibits the means and ranking of the professional
competencies regarding instructional execution as perceived by the
secondary teachers and post-secondary staff.

These data reveal that

both groups concurred that "conduct a class" was a number one concern.
The secondary teachers ranked the following competencies the highest:
"demonstrate a manipulative skill" (x = 3.61); "direct student
laboratory experiences" (x = 3.54); and "select and use various
teaching techniques" (x = 3.52).

The following competencies received

a mean of 4.0 and the rank of number one by the post-secondary staff:
"select and use various teaching techniques"; "direct student labora¬
tory experiences"; "direct students in problem-solving techniques";
"introduce a lesson"; "summarize a lesson"; "condudt a class";
"employ oral questioning techniques"; and "employ positive reinforce¬
ment techniques".

It can be noted that the secondary teachers’ and

post-secondary staff’s rankings were very similar, except the
competency "provide opportunities to challenge the abilities of the
more capable students" which received a mean of 3.32 and ranking of
7 by the secondary teachers, while the post-secondary staff ranked
it 17 with a mean of 3.00.
Illustrated in Table 4 are the means and rankings obtained
from secondary teacher and post-secondary staff regarding the
relative importance of the professional competencies pertaining to
instructional evaluation.

The secondary teachers ranked "evaluate
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Table 3.

Means and Rankings Obtained from Secondary Teachers and the
Post-Secondary Staff Regarding the Importance of Professional
Competencies Pertaining to Instructional Execution.

Coapetenci.es

Keans

Secondary Post-Secondary
Teachers
Staff
Standard
Standard
Rank
Means
Deviation
Deviation
Rank

Select and use various
teaching techniques

3.52

0.603

4

4.00

0.000

1

Conduct field trips

3.16

0.676

13

3.75

0.500

9

Direct supervised study

2.97

0.801

16

3.75

0.500

9

Direct student labora¬
tory experiences (eg.
shop, greenhouse, etc.)

3.54

0.537

3

4.00

0.000

1

Direct students In
applying problem-solving
techniques

3.33

0.577

6

4.00

0.000

1

Demonstrate a manipulative
skill (eg. sharpening a
twist drill)

3.61 .

0.590

2

3.75

0.500

9

Introduce a lesson

3.23

0.780

10

4.00

0.000

1

Sumaarlze a lesson

3.V

0.786

9

4.00

0.000

1

Conduct a class

3.72

0.453

1

4.00

0.000

1

Employ oral questioning
techniques

3.28

•0.750

8

4.00

0.000

1

Employ positive reinforce¬
ment techniques

3.35

0.668

5

| 4.00

0.000 .

1

| 3.50
1
1
|

0.577

12

’

3.00

0.816

17

1
1

Provide added learning
opportunities for slow
learners

3.09

0.815

14

Provide opportunities
to challenge the abili¬
ties of the more capable
student

3.32

0.711

7

Direct Individualized
Instruction

3.02

0.719

15

u.

0.957

14

Present information through
team teaching

2.15

0.756

20

2.68

0.577

19

Adequately pre-plan and
utilize a resource person

2.95

0.692

18

3.25

0.500

14

! 2.50

0.577

20

Use bulletin boards and
exhibits to present
Information

i
2.47

0.826

19

I:

Illustrate with models, real
objects, and flannel boards 2.97

0.731

16

j

3.00

0.816

17

Present Information utilizing
audio visual equipment and
aids (eg. overhead projector,
slide projector, etc.) 3.23

0.708

10

| 3.25

0.500

14

Recognize, Interpret, and
utilize student actions and
behavior as a teaching tool

0.789

12

; 3.50

0.577

12

3.19
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Table 4.

Means and Rankings Obtained from Secondary Teachers and the
Post-Secondary Staff Regarding the Importance of the Pro¬
fessional Competencies Pertaining to Instructional
Evaluation.

Competencies

Means

Secondary Post-Secondary
Teachers
Staff
Standard
Standard
Deviation
Rank
Means
Deviation
Rank

Establish criteria for
student performance

3.18

0.685

4

Assess student perfor¬
mance

3.26

0.613

2

Direct students' selfevaluation and develop
criteria for evaluation

2.83

0.710

7

Determine student grades

3.14

0.718

6

Evaluate instructional
effectiveness

3.37

0.672

1

Assess the adequacy of the
agricultural facilities
and equipment relative
to technological changes

3.14

0.743

Assess the adequacy of
the agricultural facilities
and equipment relative to
the program offered

3.21

Determine the reasons students
drop out of the program

2.81

4.00

0.000

1

4.00

0.000

1

3.00

0.816

7

!

4.00

0.000

1

•

3.75

0.500

4

5

3.00

0.816

7

0.619

3

3.25

0.957

5

0.895

8

3.25

0.500

5

I
!
i
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instructional effectiveness" (x = 3.37) and "assess student performance"
(x 3.26) as one and two, respectively.

The post-secondary staff agreed

with the teachers that "assess student performance" (x = 4.00) was a
number one ranking.

They, post-secondary staff, also included "estab¬

lish criteria for student performance" and "determine student grades"
as number one priorities, having a mean of 4.00.
Table 5 exhibits the means and rankings of secondary teachers
and the post-secondary staff regarding the relative importance of the
professional competencies regarding instructional management.

The

data reveal that "provide for the safety needs of students" (x = 3.72)
was the competency ranked of greatest importance by the secondarv
teachers.

Other competencies ranking high in descending order

by the secondary teachers were: "develop with studpnts accept¬
able standards of behavior in classroom and laboratory" (x = 3.64);
"arrange for purchasing supplies and equipment for the program" (x =
3.54); and "organize the laboratory" (x = 3.51).

The post-secondary

staff ranked "organize and maintain an inventory of tools, supplies,
and equipment assigned to program" (x = 4.00) as the number one com¬
petency in the category of instructional management.

"Organize the

laboratory"; "determine instructional resources needed!** ’’provide for
the safety needs of students"; and "prepare budgets", all received
a mean of 3.75 and a ranking of two by the post-secondary staff.
Displayed in Table 6 are the means and rankings obtained from
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Table 5.

Means and Rankings Obtained from Secondary Teachers and the
Post-Secondary Staff Regarding the Importance of the profes¬
sional Competencies Pertaining to Instructional Management.

Competencies

Means

Secondary Post-Secondary
Teachers
Staff
Standard
Standard
Deviation
Rank
Means
Deviation
Rank

Organize the laboratory
(shop, land lab, etc.)

3.51

0.539

4

3.75

0.500

2

Determine Instructional
resources needed

3.44

0.598

6

3.75

0.500

2

Provide for the safety
needs of the students

3.72

0.453

1

3.75

0.500

2

Provide for the first
aid needs of the students

3.30

0.755

9

3.25

0.500

9

Prepare budgets

3.36

0.724

8

1j

3.75

0.500

2

Organize and maintain
a filing system

3.37

0.794

7

I

3.75

0.500

2

4.00

0.000

1

Organize and maintain
an inventory of tools,
supplies, and equipment
assigned to .the program

I
3.47

0.710

5

|

ii

Arrange for purchasing
supplies and equipment
for the program

3.54

0.503

3

' .3.68

0.577

7

Manage the instructional
environment of the class¬
room and laboratory (light¬
ing, temperature, house¬
keeping, and seating
arrangements)

2.95

0.854

12

3.25

0.957

9

Develop with students acceptable
standards of behavior in the
classroom and laboratory 3.64

0.645

2

3.50

1.000

8

Prepare reports for school and
state (Form //2, Sumner Program,
3.28
etc.)

0.796

10

3.25

0.500

9

Develop procedures for handling
cash receipts from students and
others
2.98

0.694

11

3.00

0.816

12
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Table 6.

Means and Rankings Obtained from Secondary Teachers and
the Post-Secondary Staff Regarding the Importance of the
Professional Competencies Pertaining to Guidance.

Competencies

Means

Secondary Post-Secondary
Teachers
Staff
Standard
Standard
Deviation
Rank
Means
Deviation
Rank

Gather, maintain, and
utilize student data
through personal contacts

2.91

0.808

9

2.75

1.258

8

Recognize potential
problems of students

3.30

0.654

1

3.25

0.957

2

Encourage students to
evaluate and discuss their
career aspirations

3.21

0.700

3

3.25

0.500

2

Develop a system of com¬
munication with prospective
and continuing students
during the summer

3.25

0.510

2

3.50

1.000

1

Provide information on
educational and career
opportunities

2.97

0.706

8

! 3.00

0.816

7

Use conferences to help
students meet personal,
educational, and vocational
needs

2.72

0.701

10

I
•

3.25

0.500

2

! 3.25
l|

0.500

2

I

Confer with student and
his/her parents regarding
his educational development

3.11

0.724

4

Develop and maintain liaison
with school guidance personnel

3.00

0.707

7

j

3.25

0.500

2

Assist students in applying
for employment

3.05

0.692

5

i

2.75

0.500

8

Assist students in applying
for further education

3.02

0.774

6

1

2.75

0.500

8

1
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secondary teachers and post-secondary staff regarding the relative
importance of the professional competencies pertaining to guidance.
These data show that

recognize potential problems of students" (x -

3.30), "develop a system of communication with prospective and
continuing students during the summer" (x = 3.25), and "encourage
students to evaluate and discuss their career aspirations" (x = 3.21)
were the competencies of highest priority of the secondary teachers,
ranking one, two, and three respectively.

The post-secondary staff’s

number one ranking in the categpry of guidance was "develop a system
of communication with prospective and continuing students during the
summer" (x = 3.50).

Those competencies that were ranked number two,

with a mean of 3.25 by the post-secondary staff were: "recognize
potential problems of students"; "encourage students to evaluate and
discuss their career aspirations"; "use conferences to help students
meet personal, educational, and vocational needs"; "confer with the
student and his/her parents regarding their educational development";
and "develop and maintain liaison with school guidance personnel".
The data in Table 7 report

the means and rankings obtained from

secondary teachers and the post-secondary staff regarding the relative
importance of the professional competencies pertaining to schoolcommunity relations.

The data reveal that "maintain liaison with

members of the community" (x - 3.58), "plan, develop, and conduct a
public relations program within the community for promotion and
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Table 7.

Means and Rankings Obtained from Secondary Teachers and
the Post-Secondary Staff Regarding the Importance of the
Professional Competencies Pertaining to School-Community
Relations.

Competencies

Means

Secondary Post-Secondary
Teachers
Staff
Standard
Standard
Deviation
Rank
Means
Deviation
Rank

Plan, develop and conduct
a public relations program
within the community for
promotion and understanding

3.40

0.704

2

3.75

0.500

2

Maintain liaison with
members of the community

3.58

0.565

1

3.75

0.500

2

Conduct an open house to
familiarize members of
the school and community
with activities of the
program

3.11

0.859

5

3.25

0.500

5

Conduct student-parent
activities

3.18

0.826

| 4.00

0.000

1

0.577

4

1
i

.

4

1
Cooperate with state and
local educators (other
teachers, supervisors,
consultants, state staff,
university faculty, etc.)

l
i
3.39

0.701

3

3.50
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understanding" (x = 3.40); and "cooperate with state and local
educators" (x = 3.40) were ranked one, two, and three, respectively
by the secondary teachers.

The post-secondary staff ranked "conduct

student-parent activities" (x = 4.00) as number one, interestingly
the teachers ranked this competency number four with a mean of 3.18.
"Plan, develop and conduct a public relations program within the
community for promotion and understanding" and "maintain a liaison
with members of the community" both were ranked number two by the
post-secondary staff with a mean of 3.75.
Table 8 displays the means and rankings of secondary teachers and
the post-secondary staff regarding the relative importance of the
professional competencies pertaining to-the FFA.
8 show

The data from Table

that this area was considered important by both groups.

"Establish and/or maintain a local FFA chapter" was a number one priority
of both groups, receiving a mean of 3.77 and 4.00 by the secondary
teachers and post-secondary staff, respectively. Other competencies
that were of high importance by the secondary teachers in descending
order were: "orient students to the FFA chapter" (x = 3.72); "acquaint
prospective members and their parents with the purposes, activities,
and values of the FFA" (x = 3.68); and "develop a good personal
philosophy toward the FFA" (x = 3.67).

Other competencies that

received a mean of 4.0 and a ranking of one by the post-secondary staff
were as follows: "develop a good personal philosophy toward the FFA";
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Table 8.

Means and Rankings Obtained from Secondary Teachers and
the Post-Secondary Staff Regarding the Importance of the
Professional Competencies Pertaining to the FFA.

Competencies

leans

Secondary Post-Secondary
Teachers
Staff
Standard
Standard
Deviation
Rank
Means
Deviation
Rank

Develop a good personal phil¬
osophy toward the FFA

3.67

0.512

Establish and/or aalntaln
a local FFA chapter

3,77

0.464

1

Orient students to the
FFA chapter

3.72

0.453

2

Acquaint prospective nenbera
and their parents with the
purposes, activities, and
values of the FFA

3.68

0.506

3

Supervise foraal Initiation
activities of the local
FFA chapter

3.11

0.817

Supervise the election and
Installation of officers of
the local FFA chapter

3.32

Assist In the development or
revision of a constitution and
by-laws for the FFA chapter

4

4.00

0.000

1

4.00

0.000

1

4.00

0.000

1

3.75

0.500

6

21

3.25

0.957

14

0.S40

14

3.75

0.500

6

2.93

0.821

23

2.75

0.500

19

Supervise students In developing
a program of activities for the
local FFA chapter
3.37

0.698

12

4.00

0.000

1

Evaluate the local FFA
chapter

0.782

20

3.50

0.577

9

3.18

Assist atudahts in participating
In district, regional, stats,
and national activities for
the FFA
3.31

0.601

7

3.50

0.577

9

Maintain a fils of publications
available for use in the local
FFA chapter
3.11

0.748

21

3.00

0.816

16

Supervise students In obtaining
FFA degrees, awards, and
scholarships
3.49

0.571

8

3.75

0.500

6

Assist in tha preparation of.
state and national reports
for tha FFA

3.23

0.708

19

2.75

0.500

19

Assist students with the fin¬
ancial management of the FFA

16

3.25

0.500

14

1

3.28

0.675

Supervise social and educational
activities of the local FFA
chapter .
3.37

0.555

12

3.50

0.577

9

Train teams for leadership
contests

3.30

0.626

15

2.75

0.500

19

Prepare students for leader¬
ship roles In tha FFA

3.40

0.623

10

4.00

0.000

1

Supervise the development of a
chapter scrapbook for the FFA

2.86

0.811

24

2.25

0.500

25

Supervise students In planning
and conducting an FFA banquet

3.26

0.813

18

3.00

0.000

16

Serve as an advisor or judge
for district, stats or national
FFA contents
3.28

2.75

0.957

19

0.861

16

Assist students In participating
In shows and fairs
3.37

0.698

12

3.00

0.816

16

Train tarns for judging contests 3.44

0.627

9

2.75

0.500

19

Supervise students In publi¬
cising the local FFA chapter

3.53

0.538

6

3.50

0.577

9

Organise school and comunlty
support for the local FFA
chapter

3.58

0.533

5

3.50

1.000

9

Organise an alusnl association

2.72

0.959

25

2.75

0.500

19

i
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"orient students to the FFA chapter"; "supervise students in developing
a program of activities for the local FFA chapter"; and "prepare
students for leadership roles in the FFA".

It can be noted that the

secondary teachers ranked "supervise students in developing a program
of activities for the local FFA chapter" (x = 3.37) number 12 and
"prepare students for leadership roles in the FFA" (x = 3.40) number
10, while the post-secondary staff ranked both of these number one
with a mean of 4.00.
Displayed in Table 9 are the means and ranking obtained from
secondary teachers and post-secondary staff regarding the importance
of the professional competencies pertaining to professional role and
development.

The data shows that "keep up-to-date in your profession

and occupational speciality" (x = 3.40); "meaningfully participate
in workshops and other activities to promote professional improvement"
(x = 3.37)l and "establish and maintain a professional philosophy
of general and vocational education" (x = 3.33), were the top three
competencies in this category as perceived by the secondary teachers.
The post-secondary staff concluded that the number one competency was
"become a member and participate in professional organizations"
(x = 4.00).

The post-secondary staff also ranked the following

competencies high with a mean of 3.75: "identify the basic principles
of vocational education"; "identify the need for vocational education
in Montana and the nation"; "establish and maintain a professional
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Table 9.

Means and Rankings Obtained from Secondary Teachers and
the Post-Secondary Staff Regarding the Importance of the
Professional Competencies Pertaining to Professional Role
and Development.

Conpetandes
Establish and aalntan s
• professional philosophy of
general and vocational
education

Means

Secondary
Teachers
Standard
Deviation

Rank

Post-Secondary
Staff
Standard
Means
Deviation.
Rank

3.33

0.690

3

3.50

0.577

9

Identify the basic principles
of vocational education

3.16

0.621

8

3.75

0.500

4

Identify the need for
vocational education In
Montana and the patIon

3.04

0.755

10

3.75

0.500

4

Differentiate between
general and vocational
education

2.97

0.844

12

2.75

0.500

13

Establish and maintain
a professional philosophy
of vocational education

3.23

0.763

5

3.75

0.500

4

Outline the adalniatratlve
structure and functions of
the vocational education
division of the Office of
Public Instruction

2.49

0.848

15

2.00

0.000

15

Determine the purpose and
function of vocational
agricultural education In
Montana

2.90

0.795

13

3.50

1.000

9

Develop a personal plan for
professional development

3.12

0.781

9

3.50

0.577

9

Become a member and parti¬
cipate in professional
organizations

3.25

0.786

5

4.00

0.000

1

Describe the purpose snd
function of the Montana
Vocational Association,
Montana Vocational Agri¬
culture Teachers Association,
National Vocational Agriculture
Teachers Association, and the
American Vocation Association
2.72
Keep up-to-date In your
profession and In your
occupational specialty
3.40

0.959

14

3.25

0.957

12

0.728

1

3.75

0.500

4

Select, obtain, and maintain
a teaching position In
keeping with your professional
qualifications

3.27

0.674

4

3.73

0.500

4

Sarve coomiunlty nesds by
contributing professional
expertise to community
activities

3.19

0.789

7

3.50

0.577

9

Meaningfully participate in
workshops and other
activities to promote
professional Improvement

3.37

0.672

2

3.50

0.577

9

Describe the funding system
for vocational education In
Montana

3.02

0.855

U

2.75

0.500 13

!
1
j

i
1
1
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philosophy of vocational agriculture"; "keep up-to-date in your
profession and in your occupational specialty";

and "select, obtain,

and maintain a teaching position in keeping with your professional
qualifications."
Table 10 reports the means and rankings obtained from secondary
teachers and the post-secondary staff regarding the importance of the
professional competencies pertaining to supervised occupational
experience programs.

This area was of high importance also by both

groups with the mean range for secondary teachers being 3.49 to 3.56
and for the post-secondary staff 3.50 to 3.75.

A number one priority

for both groups was in "supervise students in record keeping",
receiving a mean of 3.56 from the secondary teachers and a 3.75 from
the post-secondary staff.
Illustrated in Table 11 are the means and rankings obtained from
secondary teachers and the post-secondary staff regarding the importance
of the professional competencies pertaining to adult education. The
data from Table 11 suggest

that both groups perceived this category

as the least important of the eleven competency categories.
highest mean was a 3.25 from both groups.

The

The competency ranked

number one for both groups was "utilize specialists in adult education",
receiving a mean of 2.93 and 3.25 from the secondary teachers and
post-secondary staff, respectively.

Table 10.

Means and Rankings Obtained from Secondary Teachers and the Post-Secondary
Staff Regarding the Importance of the Professional Competencies Pertaining
to Supervised Occupational Experience Programs (SOEP).
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Table 11.

Means and Rankings Obtained from Secondary Teachers and
the Post-Secondary Staff Regarding the Importance of the
Professional Competencies Pertaining to Adult Education.

Secondary
Teachers
Standard
Means Deviation

Competencies
Plan and organize an
adult education program
Utilize teaching methods
and techniques especially
appropriate for adults

2.74

0.695

Rank ■

3

Means

1

Post-Secondary
Staff
Standard
Deviation
Rank

3-00

0.000

2

2.75

0.500

4

1
2.90

0.618

2

Advise an adult and/or
young farmer organization 2.25

0.714

6

i

2.75

0.500

4

Organize demonstrations,
field days, and tours for
adults

2.37

0.747

5

j
1

2.50

0.577

6

Utilize specialists in the
adult education program

2.93

0.799

1

3.25

0.500

1

Conduct on-farm and on-thejob instruction for adults 2.19

0.915

7

2.50

0.577

6

Evaluate the effectiveness
of an adult education
program

2.63

0.771

4

3.00

0.816

2

2.19

0.854

7

2.25-

0.957

8

Conduct demonstration
plots for adults •

'
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Additional competencies that were not included in the question¬
naire were added by several of the respondents.

A competency that

was most frequently mentioned was the ability to get along with
administrators and other teachers in the school system.

Others that

were mentioned several times included: be aware of the importance
of putting in extra time; involvement in community activities; and
develop and understanding of teacher associations.

Since these

were considered important by several people, the investigator felt
it was important they be included in this study.

Comparison of Perceptions Between Teachers and Post-Secondary Staff
Data in Table 12 display the t-test results comparing means
of secondary teachers and the post-secondary staff regarding the
importance of professional competency categories.

The data reveal

that category of supervised occupational experience programs was
ranked number one by the secondary teachers and number two by the
post-secondary staff, obtaining a mean of 3.51 from the teachers and
a 3.67 from the post-secondary staff.

The post-secondary staff

ranked instructional planning as their number one competency
category.

It can be noted that the category

of instructional

evaluation approached the level of significant difference, but only
the category of instructional planning reached a level of significant
difference at the .05 level of significance.
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Table 12.

t-Test Comparison Between Means of Secondary Teachers and
the Post-Secondary Staff Regarding the Importance of
Professional Competency Categories.

Competency
Categories

Secondary Post-Secondary
Teachers Staff
(N-57) (N=4)
Standard
Standard
Mean
Deviation
Mean
Deviation

t-Ratio

Probability
of Occurrence

Program Planning,
Development, and
Evaluation
3.08

0.397

3.38

0.287

1.46

0.150

Instructional
Planning

3.13

0.410

3.69

0.161

2.67*

0.010

Instructional
Execution

3.16

0.413

3.53

0.272

1.75

0.085

Instructional
Evaluation

3.12

0.457

3.53

0.373

1.77

0.082

Instructional
Management

3.37

0.423

3.48

0.172

0.51

0.611

Guidance

3.05

0.444

3.10

0.374

0.23

0.818

School-Community
Relations

3.33

0.570

3.65

0.342

1.10

0.274

FFA

3.34

0.450

3.32

0.226

0.08

0.937

Professional Role
and Development
3.09

0.547

3.40

0.272

1.10

0.274

Supervised
Occupational
Experience
Program

3.51

0.608

3.67

0.385

0.49

0.625

Adult Education

2.52

0.552

2.75

0.421

0.80

0.427

ii
♦Significant difference at p £ .05.
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Comparison of Secondary Teachers' Perceptions
To compare the relative importance of professional competencies
of teachers of vocational agriculture with respect to selected demo¬
graphic data was the last objective of the study.

To facilitate the

analysis of data, four research hypotheses were formulated.
The first hypothesis was that there would be significant
differences in the relative importance of the professional compe¬
tencies between vocational agriculture teachers that teach in
single-teacher departments and those that teach in mutliple-teacher
departments.

Table 13 displays the t-test results comparing the

two grroups in the eleven competency categories.

It was observed

that there was no significant difference between the two groups,
thus rejecting the research hypothesis.
The data in Table 14 illustrated the t-test results comparing
vocational agriculture teachers that had been previously enrolled in
high school vocational agriculture with those that had not been
enrolled in vocational agriculture in high school.

The research

hypothesis stated that there would be significant differences
between the two groups.

It was found that there were significant

differences at the .05 level of significance in four of the eleven
category areas.

These areas of significant difference were: program

planning, development and evaluation; instructional evaluation;
guidance; and the FFA.

It should also be noted that the areas of
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Table 13.

t-Test Results Obtained from Teachers in Departments with
One and More than One Teachers Regarding the Importance of
Professional Competency Categories.

Competency
Categories

One
(N=45)
. Standard
Mean
Deviation

More than One
(N=12)
Standard
Mean
Deviation

Program Planning,
Development, and
Evaluation

3.05

0.407

3.18

0.354

1.03

0.309

Instructional
Planning

3.10

0.407

3.25

0.420

1.11

0.273

Instructional
Execution

3.16

0.402

3.15

0.468

0.10

0.917

Instructional
Evaluation

3.09

0.448

3.20

0.498

0.69

0.491

Instructional
Management

3.34

0.434

3.47

0.377

0.88

0.384

Guidance

3.00

0.426

3.23

0.479

1.66

0.103

School-Commun ity
Relations

3.32

0.557

3.38

0.641

0.36

0.718

FFA

3.30

0.453

3.48

0.427

1.26

0.212

Professional Role
and Development

3.06

0.577

3.23

0.407

1.00

0.323

3.69

0.413

1.16

0.252

2.66

0.626

0.93

0.355

t-Ratio

Probability
of Occurrence

■

Supervised
Occupational
Experience
Program

3.47

0.645

Adult Education

2.49

0.532 '
i
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Table 14.

t-Tests Results Obtained from Teachers Previously Enrolled
in Vocational Agriculture and Not Previously Enrolled in
Vocational Agriculture in High School Regarding the
Importance of Professional Competency Categories.

Categories

Previously Not Previously
Enrolled (N=38)
Enrolled (N=19)
Standard
Standard
Deviation
Means
Means
Deviation

t-Ratio

Probability
of Occurrence

Program Planning,
Development, and
Evaluation

2.98

0.369

3.27

0.387

2.77*

0.008

Instructional
Planning

3.07

0.415

3.27

0.376

1.80

0.077

Instructional
Execution

3.08

0.415

3.31

0.376

1.97

0.054

Instructional
Evaluation

3.01

0.445

3.32
'

0.417

2.52*

0.015

Instruct ional
Management

3.32

0.461

3.47

0.321

1.26

0.212

Guidance

2.96

0.460

3.23

0.359

2.23*

0.030

School-Community
Relations

3.24

0.612

3.50

0.439

1.67

0.101

FFA

3.25

0.472

3.50

0.356

2.06*

0.044

Professional Role
and Development

3.04

0.619

3.20

0.356

1.00

0.319

Supervised
Occupational
Experience
Program

3.43

0.688

3.68

0.360

1.51

0.138

Adult
Education

2.43

0.508

2.72

0.598

1.91

0.061

;

'

*Signifleant difference at p j< .05
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program execution and adult education approached the level of signifi¬
cance.

It is observed that the group not previously enrolled in

vocational agriculture rated all of the competency categories higher
than those previously enrolled.
The third research hypothesis stated there would be significant
differences in the relative importance of the professional competencies
between vocational agriculture teachers that had FFA experience in high
school and/or college and those that had not.

Data in Table 15 show

the results of the t-test for the two groups.

Instructional evaluation

and FFA categories of the professional competencies had significant
differences between the two groups, at the .05 level of significance.
The categories of program planning, development and evaluation and
guidance approached the level of significant difference.

It was again

observed that those without FFA experience rated all of the eleven
competency categories higher than those with FFA experience.
The final hypothesis stated that there would be significant
differences in the relative importance of the professional competencies
between vocational agriculture teachers who have taught varying number
of years.

To facilitate the analysis of data, three groups were

formed based on the number of years taught: low (1-5 years); medium
(6-15 years); and high (16-32 years).

Data in Table 16 show the

results of the analysis of variance obtained from the three groups.
No significant differences were found between the groups at the .05
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Table 15.

t-Test Results Obtained from Teachers Previously Enrolled
in FFA and Not Previously Enrolled in FFA in High School
and/or College Regarding the Importance of Professional
Competency Categories.

Categories

Previously
Enrolled (N=35)
Standard
Means
Deviation

Not Previously
Enrolled (N=12)
Standard
Means
Deviation

t-Ratio

Probability
of Occurrence

Program Planning,
Development, and
Evaluation

3.03

0.393

3.27

0.368

1.89

0.065

Instructional
Planning

3.11

0.411

3.24

0.408

1.01

0.319

Instructional
Execution

3.12

0.410

3.31

0.401

1.48

0.143

Instructional
Evaluation

3.05

0.451

3.35

0.412

2.09-

0.041

Instructional
Management

3.32

0.443

3.56

0.276

1.74

0.087

Guidance

2.99

0.457

3.27

0.320

1.97

0.053

School-Community
Relations

3.28

0.601

3.50

0.413

1.17

0.248

FFA

3.27

0.459

3.60

0.303

2.39*

0.020

Professional Role
and Development

3.06

0.585

3.22

0.364

0.92

0.364

Supervised
Occupational
Experience
Program

3.45

0.648

3.75

0.352

1.53

0.132

Adult
Education

2.46

0.513

2.76

0.647

1.70

0.095

*Significant difference at p £ ,05.
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Table 16.

Analysis of Variance Results Obtained From Teachers with One
to Five, Six to Fifteen, and Sixteen to Thirty-Two Years of
Teaching Experience in Agriculture Regarding the Importance
of Professional Competency Categories.

Categories

1-5
(N=29)
Standard
Mean ]Deviation

6-15
(N=15)
Standard
Mean Deviation

16-32
(N=13)
Standard
Mean Deviation

f-Ratio

Probability
of Occurrence

Program Planning,
Development, and
Evaluation

3.12

0.400

2.99 0.388

3.08

0.414

0.502

0.6081

Instructional
Planning

3.18

0.423

3.02 0.433

3.18

0.356

0.826

0.4431-

Instructional
Execution

3.17

0.408

3.08 0.445

3.19

0.405

0.377

0.6875

Instructional
Evaluation

3.19

0.433

3.01 0.521

3.07

0.435

0.910

0.4086

Instructional
Management

3.40

0.348

3.32 0.468

3.35

0.538

0.186

0.8307

Guidance

3.09

0.481

2.97 0.410

3.05

0.416

0.371

0.6920

School-Community
Relations

3.36

0.584

3.29 0.599

3.31

0.545

0.075

0.9279

FFA

3.45

0.362

3.32 0.487

3.11

0.523

2.828

0.0679

Professional
Role and
Development

3.12

0.598

3.08 0.539

3.05

0.468

0.083

0.9205

Supervised
Occupational
Experience
Program

3.61

0.624

3.47 0.501

3.36

0.688

0.810

0.4463

Adult
Education

2.69

0.577

2.43 0.513

2.27

0.433

3.161

0.0503
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level of significance, but it should be noted that the categories of
adult education and FFA approach the level of significance.

It was

also observed that there was a definite pattern between the groups;
the low group rated all competency categories the highest, the high
group rated the categories the second highest, while the medium group
ranked all the competency areas the lowest.

Chapter 5

CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The central purpose of this study was to determine the relative
importance of the professional competencies held by teachers of
vocational agriculture and compare those held by teacher educators
and the State Supervisor of Agricultural Education in Montana.

The

data upon which the findings, conclusions, implications, and
recommendations were developed are based upon the beliefs of 57
vocational agriculture teachers and three teacher educators of
Agriculture at Montana State University, and the State Supervisor of
Agricultural Education in Montana.

Conclusions
Based on data collected in this study it was concluded that:
1. Of the 124 competencies studies, the secondary teachers
recognized that 36 (29 percent) of the competencies as slight to
considerable in importance (2.00 to 2.99), and 88 (71 percent) of the
competencies as considerable to of great importance (3.00 to 4.00).
It was also concluded that the post-secondary staff recognized 21
(17 percent) of the competencies as slight to considerable in importance
(2.00 to 2.99), while 103 (83 percent) were of considerable to great
in importance (3.00 to 4.00).
2. It can also be concluded that the post-secondary staff and the
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secondary teachers’ perceptions of professional competencies were the
same except in the category of instructional planning.

The post¬

secondary staff did rate all competency categories higher than the
secondary, with the exception of the FFA category where the difference
was minimal.
3. It also can be concluded that the most important to least
importance competency categories as perceived by the secondary teachers
were as follows: supervised occupation experience programs;

instruc¬

tional management; FFA; school-community relations; instructional
execution; instructional planning; instructional evaluation; profes¬
sional role and development; program planning, development and
evaluation; guidance; and adult education.

The post-secondary staff’s

perceptions of the competency categories from most important to least
important were as follows: instructional planning; supervised
occupational experience programs; school-community relations; instruc¬
tional execution and instructional evaluation; instructional manage¬
ment, professional role and development; program planning, development,
and evaluation; FFA; guidance; and adult education.
4. No significant difference existed regarding the relative
importance of the professional competencies between single and
multiple teacher departments, and between teachers who taught low,
medium, and a high number of years.

But, it can be concluded that

significant differences did occur in the following areas: program
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planning, development, and evaluation; instructional evaluation,
guidance; and FFA, for teachers who were enrolled in high school
vocational agriculture compared with those teachers who were not
enrolled; two competency categories, instructional evaluation and FFA,
for teachers who were members of the FFA in high school and/or
college, compared with those not members of the FFA.

Implications
Based on the findings reported in Chapter 4, it can be inferred
that almost all of the competencies studied are deemed essential for
beginning teachers of vocational agriculture to possess, and thus
should be incorporated into the agricultural education teacher
training curriculum.

Furthermore, it can be implied that post-secondary

staff members, teachers with low numbers of years experience, and
teachers in multiple teacher departments usually perceived the compet¬
encies more importantly.
In addition, it can be implied that those students without
vocational agriculture and FFA experience at the high school level may
need additional training to increase their competence in certain areas.

Recommendations
As a result of the findings, implications, and conclusions drawn
from this study, the investigator offers the following recommendations:
1.

The competencies that received a 3.00 or greater,
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considerable to great in importance, by the secondary
teachers and post-secondary staff should be incorporated
into the agricultural education teacher training curriculum
at Montana State University.
2. For those competencies included in the curriculum,
appropriate instructional material should be adopted,
adapted, or developed for each competency incorporated
into the agricultural education teacher training
curriculum.
3. Methods should be developed for measuring the compe¬
tence of students in performing the competencies
identified in this study as considerable to great
in importance.
4. Teacher educators should periodically evaluate the
professional competencies needed of beginning teachers
of vocational agriculture so that pre-service teacher
preparation programs can be updated as needed.
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February 4, 1981

I am conducting a research study to determine the professional compe¬
tencies needed by beginning teachers of vocational agriculture In
Montana. Your assistance Is requested to evaluate the enclosed quest¬
ionnaire concerning the professional competencies needed by teachers of
vocational agriculture In Montana. Your evaluation will assist In
determining changes that need to be made prior to Its actual use In
the research study.
In evaluating the Instrument, please:
(1) Read each statement for clarity, relevance, and possible
Importance to the study. Make any comments or suggestions In
the space provided below each statement.
(2) Complete the questionnaire by responding to each statement.
(3) At the end of each division In Section I, list any additional
competencies that you believe should be Included on the Instru¬
ment In that division. Also, on the final page of Section j,
list any additional competencies not previously listed.
(4) On Section II, read each question for relevance and clarity.
Make any suggestions or comments In the space below each
statement.
Your cooperation In furnishing the requested Information Is appreciated.
A self-addressed, stamped envelope Is enclosed for returning the completed
questionnaire with your suggestions. Please mall It by February 20, 1981.
Thank you for your time, effort, and Interest.
Sincerely,

Ken Walsh
Researcher

APPENDIX B
Cover Letter to Secondary Teachers
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March 16, 1981

Dear Vocational Agriculture Teachers:
I am conducting a study dealing with the professional education compe¬
tencies required of beginning vocational agriculture teachers In ffontana.
To complete the study I sincerely need your cooperation. It Is Important
to get your perceptions about these competencies, so that the data can
help the department Improve their pre-service and In-service educational
programs. As an experienced teacher, you are one of the best Judges of
these competencies.
The questionnaire will take approximately 20 minutes to complete. Please
read the Instructions on the front page of the form before you reply. A
self-addressed, stamped envelope Is enclosed for returning the completed
questionnaire. Please complete and return It prior to April 3, 1981.
Thank you for your time, cooperation and assistance.
Sincerely yours,

Ken Walsh
Research Assistant

APPENDIX C
Cover Letter to State Supervisor
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April 2, 1981

Dear Leonard:
I am conducting a study dealing with the professional education compe¬
tencies required of beginning vocational agriculture teachers in Montana.
To complete the study I sincerely need your cooperation. It is important
to get your perceptions about these competencies, so that the data can
help the department improve their pre-service and in-service educational
programs. As an experienced teacher, you are one of the best judges of
these competencies.
The questionnaire will take approximately 20 minutes to complete. Please
read the instructions on the front page of the form before you reply. A
self-addressed, stamped envelope is enclosed for returning the completed
questionnaire. Please complete and return it prior to April 10, 1981.
Thank you for your time, cooperation and assistance.
Sincerely yours.

Ken Walsh
Research Assistant

APPENDIX D
Cover Letter to Agricultural Educators
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April 2, 1981

Dear Agricultural Educators:

'

I am conducting a study dealing with the professional education compe¬
tencies required of beginning vocational agriculture teachers In Montana.
To complete the study 1 sincerely need your cooperation. It Is Important
to get your perceptions about these competencies, so that the data can
help the department Improve their pre-service and In-service educational
programs.
The questlonnair0 will take approximately 20 minutes to complete. Please
read the instructions on the front page of the form before you reoly.
Please complete and return to my mall box prior to April 10, 1981.
Thank you for your time, cooperation and assistance.
Sincerely yours,

Ken Walsh
Research Assistant

APPENDIX E
Follow-Up Letter to Teachers
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL & INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY. BOZEMAN 59717

April 16, 1981

Dear Vocational Agriculture Instructor:
On March 16, 1981, I sent to you a questionnaire dealing with
the professional competencies required of beginning vocational agri¬
culture teachers in Montana. As of this date, I have not received
your completed questionnaire.
Your participation is essential in order to complete the study.
Please take a few minutes and complete the questionnaire and return
it to me in the self-addressed, stamped envelope.
If you have lost
your questionnaire, please let me know and I'll send you another copy.
Sincerely yours.

Ken Walsh, Research Assistant
Agricultural 4 Industrial Education

TELEPHONE (<06)994 2132

APPENDIX F
Survey Questionnaire Form
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A SURVEY INSTRUMENT TO DETERMINE
THE IMPORTANCE OF PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCIES NEEDED
BY THE TEACHER OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE

On the pages which follow, you will find a list of professional
competencies which may be needed In order to effectively function as
4

a beginning teacher of vocational agriculture.

I am Interested In

finding out how you feel about these Items In relation to your job as
a vocational agriculture teacher.

This Information Is needed to assist

the vocational agriculture teacher education department at Montana
State University.

It will provide a basis for deciding not only what

competencies should be developed In teachers, but also how much time
should be devoted to the development of the competencies.

Competencies,

when determined will help the department adjust their pre-service and
In-service educational programs.
Vocational agriculture teachers must demonstrate competence In
two major areas, the technical area and the professional area.

The

technical area constltues those competencies needed In agricultural
science and mechanics, as dehorning an animal, cutting metal with an
oxy-acetyIene torch, calibrating a grain drill, and taking a soil
sample.

The professional area would Include those competencies needed

In planning dally lessons, directing laboratory experiences, advising
the FFA, and preparing bugets and reports.

This study deals only with

the professional area.

INSTRUCTIONS
Using the scale below rank each professional competency as to Its
Importance to you as a vocational agriculture teacher.
1 = No Importance
2 = Slight Importance
3 = Considerable Importance
4 = Great Importance
On the last page, of this survey additional space Is provided for you
to add competencies that may not have been Included In the Instrument
under a designated section.
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SECTION I
PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCIES NEEDED BY TEACHERS OF
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE EDUCATION IN MONTANA

Circle the appropriate number
after each competency statement.
IMPORTANCE RATING
1=
2 *
3=
4=

No Importance
Slight Importance
Considerable Importance
Great Importance

A. PROGRAM PLANNING. DEVELOPMENT. AND EVALUATION
A-1.

Plan, conduct, and use findings of a community
survey In developing a program

12 3 4

Organize and/or maintain an agricultural advisory
council

12 3 4

A-3.

Develop program goals, objectives and philosophy

12 3 4

A-4.

Utilize MSU resource curriculum guides In planning
a program

12 3 4

Utilize the Montana two-year core curriculum guide
In planning a program

12 3 4

A-6.

Develop a course of study for a program

12 3 4

A-7.

Develop a five-year plan for a program

12 3 4

A-8.

Construct and conduct a student follow-up study

12 3 4

A-9.

Evaluate a vocational agriculture program

12 3 4

A-2.

A-5.

A-10. Develop and Implement a statement of departmental
polIcy

12 3 4

B. INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING
B-1.

Determine student needs and

Interests

B-2.

Develop pre-tests to determine the knowledge and
skill level of students

12 3 4

12 3 4
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Circle the appropriate number
after each competency statement.
IMPORTANCE RATING
1
2
3
4

B-3.

No Importance
Slight importance
Considerable Importance
Great Importance

Develop student performance behavioral object¬
ives (attitudes, skills, and knowledge)

2

3

4

B-4.

Plan a unit of Instruction

2

3

4

B-5.

Write lesson plans

2

3

4

B-6.

Determine In-school learning experiences
(classroom and/or laboratory)

2

3

4

Properly select and obtain student Instructional
materials

2

3

4

Prepare teacher-nade Instructional materials

2

3

4

B-7.

B-8.

c.

e
=
=
=

INSTRUCTIONAL EXECUTION
C-1 .

Select and use various teaching techniques

2

3

4

C-2.

Conduct field trips

2

3

4

C-3.

Direct supervised study

2

3

4

C-4.

Direct student laboratory experiences
(eg. shop, greenhouse, etc.)

2

3

4

C-5.

Direct students In applying problem-solving techniques

2

3

4

C-6.

Demonstrate a manipulative skill
(eg, sharpening a twist drill)

2

3

4

C-7.

Introduce a lesson

2

3

4

C-8.

Summarize a lesson

2

3

4

C-9.

Conduct a class

2

3

4

C-10. Employ oral questioning techniques

2

3

4

C-11. Employ positive reinforcement techniques

2

3

4

C-12. Provide added learning opportunities for slow learners

2

3

4
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Circle the appropriate number
after each competency statement.
IMPORTANCE RATING
1
2
3
4

D.

=
=
=
=

No Importance
Slight Importance
Considerable Importance
Great Importance

C-l_;. Provide opportunities to challenge the abilities of
of the more capable student

2

C-14. Direct Individualized Instruction

2

3

4

C-15. Present Information through team teaching

2

3

4

C-16. Adequately pre-plan and utilize a resource person

2

3

4

C-17. Use bulletin boards and exhibits to present Information

2

3

4

C-18.

Illustrate with models, real objects, and flannel boards

2

3

4

C-19. Present Information utilizing audio visual equipment
and aids (eg. overhead projector, slide projector, etc.)

2

3

4

C-20. Recongnlze, Interpret, and utilize student actions
and behavior as a teaching tool.

2

3

4

3

4

INSTRUCTIONAL EVALUATION
D-1.

Establish criteria for student performance

2

3

4

D-2.

Assess student performance

2

3

4

D-3.

Direct students' self-evaluation and develop criteria
for evaluation

2

3

4

D-4.

Determine student grades

2

3

4

D-5.

Evaluate Instructional effectiveness

2

3

4

D-6.

Assess the adequacy of the agricultural facilities
and equipment relative to technological changes

2

3

4

Assess the adequacy of the agricultural facilities
and equipment relative to the program offered

2

3

4

Determine the reasons student drop out of the program

2

3

4

D-7.

D-8.
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Circle the appropriate number
after each competency statement.
IMPORTANCE RATING
1 =
2=
3=
4=

E.

INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT
1

2

3

4

Determine Instructional resources needed

1

2

3

4

E-3.

Provide for the safety needs of the students

1

2

3

4

E-4.

Provide for the first aid needs of the students

1

2

3

4

E-5.

Prepare budgets

1

2

3

4

E-6.

Organize and maintain a filing system

1

2

3

4

E-7.

Organize and maintain an Inventory of tools, supplies,
and equipment assigned to the program

1

2

3

4

Arrange for purchasing supplies and equipment for
the program ' .

1

2

3

4

Manage the InstructIonaI environment of the classroom
and laboratory
(lighting, temperature, housekeeping,
and seating arrangements)

1

2 3 4

E-10. Develop with students acceptable standards of behavior
In the classroom and laboratory

1

2 3 4

E-11. Prepare reports for school and state (Form #2, Summer
Program, etc.)

1

2 3 4

E-12. Develop procedures for handling cash receipts from
students and others

1

2 3 4

E-1.

Organize the laboratory (shop,

E-2.

E-8.

E-9.

F.

No Importance
Slight Importance
Considerable Importance
Great Importance

land

lab, etc.)

GUIDANCE
F-1.

F-2.

Gather, maintain, and utilize student data through
personal contacts

1 2 3 • 4

Recognize potential problems of students

1

2

3 4
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Circle the appropriate number
after each competency statement.
IMPORTANCE RATING
1=
2c
3=
4=

F-3.

F-4.

No Importance
Slight Importance
Considerable Importance
Great Importance

Encourage students to evaluate and discuss their
career aspirations

1234

Develop a system of communication with prospective and
continuing students during the summer

1234
2 3 4

F-5.

Provide Information on educational and career opportunltes

F-6.

Use conferences to help students meet personal,
educational, and vocational needs 1234

F-7.

Confer with the student and his parents regarding
his educational development

1234

Develop and maintain liaison with school guidance
personal

1234

Assist students In applying for employment

12 3 4

F-10. Assist students In applying for further education

12 3 4

F-8.

F-9.

G. SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS .
G-1.

Plan, develop and conduct a public relations program
with In the community for promotion and understanding

12 3 4

G-2.

Maintain liaison with members of the community

12 3 4

G-3.

Conduct an open house to familiarize members of
the school and community with activities of the
program

12 3 4

G-4.

Conduct student-parent activities

12 3 4

G-5.

Cooperate with state and local educators (other
teachers, supervisors, consultants, state staff,
university faculty, etc.)

12 3 4

H. THE F.F.A.
H-1.

Develop a good personal philosophy toward the FFA

12 3 4
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Circle the appropriate number
after each competency statement.
IMPORTANCE RATING
1=
2=
3=
4=

No Importance
Slight Importance
Considerable Importance
Great Importance

H-2.

Establish and/or maintain, a local FFA chapter

2 3 4

H-3.

Orient students to the FFA chapter

2 3 4

H-4.

Acquaint prospective members and their parents with
the purposes, activities, and values of the FFA

2 3 4

Supervise formal
FFA chapter

2 3 4

H-5.

H-6.

H-7.

H-8.

H-9.

Initiation activities of the local

Supervise the election and Installation of officers
of the local FFA chapter

2 3 4

Assist In the development or revision of a constitution
and by-laws for the FFA chapter

2 3 4

Supervise students In developing a program of activities
for the local FFA chapter

2 3 4

Evaluate the local FFA chapter

2 3 4

H-10. Assist students In participating In district,
regional, state, and national activities for the FFA

2' 3 4

H-11. Maintain a file of publications available for use In
the local FFA chapter

2 3 4

H-12. Supervise students In obtaining FFA degrees,
awards, and scholarships

2 3 4

H-13. Assist In the preparation of state and national
reports for the FFA

2 3 4

H-14. Assist students with the financial management of
the FFA

2 3 4

H-15. Supervise social and educational activities of the
local FFA chapter

2 3 4

H-16. Train teams for leadership contests

2 3 4

H-17. Prepare students for leadership roles In the FFA

2 3 4

H-18. Supervise the development of a chapter scrapbook
for the FFA

2 3 4
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Circle the appropriate number
after each competency statement.
IMPORTANCE RATING
1
2
3
4

=
=
=
=

No Importance
Slight Importance
Considerable Importance
Great Importance

H-19. Supervise students In planning and conducting an
FFA banquet

1

2

3

4

H-20. Serve as an advisor or judge for district, state,
or national FFA contests

2

3

4

H-21

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

H-24. Organize school and community support for the local
FFA chapter

2

3

4

H-25. Organize an alumni association

2

3

4

Establish and maintain a professional philosophy
of general and vocational education

2

3

4

1-2.

Identify the basic principles of vocational education

2

3

4

1-3.

Identify the need for vocational education In Montana
and the nation

2

3

4

1-4.

Differentiate between general and vocational education

2

3

4

1-5.

Establish and maintain a professional philosophy of
vocational agriculture

2

3

4

Outline the administrative structure and function
of the vocational education division of the Office
of Public Instruction

2

3

4

Determine the purpose and function of vocational
agricultural education In Montana

2

3

4

1-8.

Develop a personal plan for professional development

2

3

4

1-9.

Become a member and participate In professional
organizations

2

3

4

Assist students In participating In shows and fairs

H-22. Train teams for judging contests
H-23. Supervise students In publicizing the local

I.

FFA chapter

PROFESSIONAL ROLE AND DEVELOPMENT
1-1.

1-6.

1-7.

1
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Circle the appropriate number
after each competency statement.
IMPORTANCE RATING
1
2
3
4

J.

No Importance
Slight Importance
Considerable Importance
Great Importance

1-10. Describe the purpose and function of the Montana
Vocational Association, Montana Vocational Agriculture
Teachers Association, National Agriculture Teachers
Association, and the American Vocation Association

2

3

4

1-11. Keep up-to-date In your profession and In your
occupational speciality

2

3

4

1-12. Select, obtain, and maintain a teaching position
In keeping with your professional qualifications

2

3

4

1-13. Serve community needs by contributing professional
expertise to community activities

2

3

4

1-14. Meaningfully participate In workshops and other
activities to promote professional Improvement

2

3

4

1-15. Describe the funding system for vocational education
In Montana

2

3

4

Assist students In selecting, planning, and developing
a long-time SOEP project

2

3

4

J-2.

Supervise students with SOEP projects

2

3

4

J-3.

Supervise students In record keeping

2

3

4

SUPERVISED OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS (SOEP)
J-1.

K.

=
=
=
=

ADULT EDUCATION
K-1.

Plan and organize an adult education program

2

3

4

K-2.

Utilize teaching methods and techniques especially
appropriate for adults-

2

3

4

K-3.

Advise an adult and/or young farmer organization

2

3

4

K-4.

Organize demonstrations, field days, and tours for
adults

2

3

4

K-5.

Utilize specialists In the adult education program

1234

K-6.

Conduct on-farm and on-the-job Instruction for adults

1234
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Circle the appropriate number
after each competency statement.
IMPORTANCE RATING
1=
2=
34=

K-7.

K-8.

No Importance
Slight Importance
Considerable Importance
Great Importance

Evaluate the effectiveness of an adult education
program

1234

Conduct demonstration plots for adults

1234

DIRECTIONS: List any additional competecfes that you believe are Important
but have not been Included on the Instrument and rate those
competencies.
L.

ADDITIONAL COMPETENCIES
L-1.
12 3 4
L-2.
12 3 4
L-3.
12 3 4
L-4.
2 3 4
L-5.
1

2

3 4
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SECTION 11
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

DIRECTIONS: Please respond to the following questions by checking the
appropriate response or filling In the blank.

1. How many different students do you teach each day?
2. What grade level students are you teaching? (check alI appropriate levels)
(a) 6
(g) 12

(b) 7
(h)

Cc)

Adults

8
(I)

Cd)

9

(e) 10

(f) 11

Other (specify)

3. What Is your approximate age?
4. How many agriculture teachers are there In your school, counting your¬
self and part-time teachers?
5. Counting this year, how many years have you been employed as a teacher
of vocational agriculture?
6. Were you ever enrolled In vocational agriculture Ih high school?
Yes

No

If yes, please Indicate the number of years.
7. Were you ever a member of the FFA?
Yes

No

If yes, please Indicate the number of years.

High School
College

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME AND COOPERATION I!

APPENDIX G
Letters of Permission
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL & INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE MONTANA STATE- UNIVERSITY. BOZEMAN 59717

December 31, 1980

Dr. Don R. Herring
Department of Agricultural Education
Vocational Agriculture Service
Texas A & M University
Col lege Station, Texas 77843
Dear Dr." Herring,
I am a graduate student at Montana State University, Bozeman, and working
towards a Masters Degree. My professional paper Is similar to a re¬
search study that you recently completed,
validation of professional
competencies for vocational agriculture teachers.
I will be surveying
Montana teachers asking them to rate the relative Importance of a
number of professional competencies.
I would like permission to use parts of your survey Instrument.
that yours Is the most comprehensive and adaptable to my study.
A prompt written reply would very much be appreciated.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely yours,

Kenneth M. Walsh

TEIEPHOM (406)904

I feel
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TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS

77843

Departmental January 7, 1981
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE SERVICE

Mr. Kenneth M. Walsh
Department of Agricultural &
Industrial Education
College of Agriculture
Montana State University
Bozeman, Montana 59717
Dear Kenneth:
You have my permission to use any or all of the survey instrument used in the
Texas study, "Validation of Professional Competencies for Vocational Agriculture
TeachersShould you have any extra copies of your report when completed, I
would be interested in securing a copy.
Best wishes with your project.
Sincerely,

r

Don R. Herring
Associate Professor
DRH:rim
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL & INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY. BOZEMAN 59717

December 31, 1980
Dr. Jimmy G. Cheek
Department of Agricultural
and Extension Education
University of Florida
GarlnesvlIle, Florida 32611
Dear Dr. Cheek,
I am a graduate student at Montana State University, Bozeman, and working
towards a Masters Degree. My professional paper is similar to a re¬
search study that you recently completed, validation of professional
competencies for vocational agriculture teachers. I will be surveying
Montana teachers asking them to rate the relative Importance of a number
of professional competencies.
I would like permission to use parts of your survey instrument.
that yours is the most comprehensive and adaptable to my study.
A prompt written reply would very much bo appreciated.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely yours.

f VstUitcCfi, ./JL 6\Ja/S^
Kenneth M. Walsh

TELEPHONE (406)994 2132

I feel
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UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
INSTITUTE OF FOOD AND AGRICULTURAl_ SCIENCES

GAINESVILLE. FLORIDA 32011

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL
AND EXTENSION EDUCATION
JOS ROLFS HALL

January 7, 1981

Mr. Kenneth M. Walsh
Department of Agricultural and Industrial Education
College of Agriculture
Montana State University
Bozeman, Montana 59717
Dear Kenneth:
I was pleased to receive your letter of December 31, 1980 and to learn of
your interest in studying professional competencies for vocational agriculture
teachers. You have my permission to use my survey instrument and any other
material in the study.
I would ask; however, that you cite the research report
as the source when appropriate.
Good luck on your project.

JGC/ldk

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
SCHOOL OF

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATIONS COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE
IOURCES AND CONSERVATION CENTER FOR TROPICAL AGRICULTURE

The Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences is an Equal Employment Opportunity - Affirmative Action Employer authorized to provide research,
educational information and other services only to individuals and institutions that function without regard to race, color, sax, or national origin.

